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VERIFY,�EASY�PEASY!�

To make it easy for our customers, in this

guide, we have explained in detail, the process

of KYC VERIFICATION on Prestmit.



WHO NEEDS TO VERIFY
KYC?

You only need to verify KYC if you

want to 'buy' from Prestmit. 

Customers who are willing to sell on

Prestmit do not need to verify KYC.



WHY VERIFY KYC?
KYC procedures defined by PRESTMIT

involve all the necessary actions to

make sure customers are real, assess,

and monitor risks. 

These processes help prevent schemes

that we do not permit. 

The virtual bank account provided by

Prestmit works like your normal bank

account. 

So, just like opening a new bank

account, BVN and ID are required to

complete the process. 



HOW LONG? 
KYC Verification request takes an

average of 120 minutes for it to be

approved/rejected.

YOUR INFO?
Rest assured, your KYC information is

safe with us.

WHEN? 
You can SUBMIT A REQUEST at any

time, as we operate 24/7.



TO�BEGIN
Once logged in, on the dashboard, click

the "BEGIN TRADE" or "START

TRADE" button to get started. 



METHOD�1:

SELL�FROM

EXTERNAL

WALLET



HOW TO VERIFY
Click the KYC APPLICATION button

from your user dashboard. The page

comprises 3 components:

1. PERSONAL DETAILS: This is where

you enter your name and date of birth

of birth. Ensure that the details entered

matches the details on your ID.

2. BVN: Enter your BVN number here.

We run an automated BVN validation

and your BVN details are not saved on

our server.

3. ID: Submit any valid ID that shows

your details.



AFTER SUBMITTING?
Your application will be pending. Wait

for the admin to verify the details

provided. It typically takes a few

minutes.

That is how to verify KYC on

Prestmit.com.



WHAT NEXT? 
Sit back and wait for an email

notification from Prestmit concerning

update on the request.

KYC REJECTED? 
If your application is rejected, the

reason will always be specified and you

will get an email notification.



40,000�USERS

Over 40K active users

and stil counting...

92,000�TRADES

With over 98% positive

reviews...

24/7

Always available

WHY PRESTMIT? 
Having served thousands of customers

over the years, it's safe to say Prestmit

is best for your transactions.



You can contact PRESTMIT on our

official Whatsapp line at

07026290389. Response is

INSTANT.

You can make use of the live chat

on our website at any time. Quick

response always.

You can send us a mail at

help@prestmit.com.

NEED�HELP?�

Reach out to PRESTMIT via various

channels...



THANKS�FOR

USING

PRESTMIT.COM

https://prestmit.com/

